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To alu whom it may concern: 
Beit known that II, GEoRGE W. LAMBERT, a citizen of the United States, and a resi 

dent of Richmond, in the county of Hen 
rico and State of Virginia, have invented 
certain new and useful Improvements in 
Sea-Wall : Constructions, of which the fol 
lowing is a full and clear specification, ref 
erence being had to the accompanying 
drawings, in which- . . . . 
Figure1 is a side elevation partly in sec 

tion of a portion of a wall constructed in 
accordance with one form of my invention; 
Fig.2 a vertical sectional view. thereof on 
the line 2-2 of Fig. 1; and Figs. 8, 4, and 
body blocks of the walland Figs. 6 and views X modified form. 
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The object of . 
a wall structure which may be used for 
sea-walls, wharves; dry-docks, i coffer-dams 
and other marine purposes where either a 
temporary, or a permanent wall of a sub 
stantial nature, ad practically water proof constructi advantageous, as more fully 

einafterset, forth. . . . . For the bottom, course of my improved 
wallstructure employ a series of blocks a, 
moldid into shape from suitable concrete 
prother plasti 

suitable manner. The blocks 
end and are interlocked by 
tical rib.b., at one end and a shaped groove at its oppo 

each block is pro 
ing its. full 

abut Ber? 

ef?fitopiceo 

titom, inclining from both ends 
of the block rd, the middle and having its side wigalls square, or vertical. The longi 

: † tudinal lower corners of each block - are 
beveled off to form inclined sides d which 
converge to a central lower edge e, and the 
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tion.bl 

to form inçlined faces f 
. . . Eac 

two lower end corners are also beveled off 
and g, the latter 

a greaterarea than the former. 
of the foundation blocks a has 

igidly. attached to it a. central upstanding 
h, which extends to a point above the 

hävi 

The 
"grafi rod to the founda ockis preferably by threading its 

end into an anchor block i which is em 
“, “ 

s invention: is to provide, 

material and preferably re 

of the wall and is threaded and pro 
vided with a suitable i clamp nut i. 

þedded in the block in the course of mold 
ing so that. the rod shall have a substantial 
and rigid connection to the block. In the 
upper end of each of the ribs b is formed 
a hole k in which is inserted the lower. end 
of a guide rod l, which also extends to a 
point above the top of the wall and is 
preferably provided with a clamp nut m. 

e lower end of this guide rod 
?crew threads or otherwise, but this guide 
rodil is not designed to be attached to the 

is pref 
| erably fastened rigidly to the block bi 
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rod during the molding of the block, it be 
ing preferable to attach this rod during the 
operation of building the wall, as more 
full hereinafter set forth, e layer or row of blocks in which is 
laid upon the foundation blocks are laid so 
as to break joints with the foundation 
layer the ends of these blocks being ver 
tically.gpgived at o to partly surround the 
rods h and being provided with a central 
hole p for the passage."of the 
these blocks being each threade 
the guide rods. 

On One of 

tween one of the foundation blocks and its 
vertical end wall terminates mid-way, the 

of one of the foundation blocks. 
entrally on the bottom of each of the 

blocks ni is formed a depending, ribaq lex 
tendi 
shape 
the grooves e in the foundation blocks, that 

As stated each of these . 
| blocks in breaks one of the end joints be 

. the full length of the block and 
so e as to fit. the adjoining ends of. 
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is, this rib is widened fromítsmiddle to-, 
toward its middle. 
The courses or layers ir above the second 

course n are laid in the same manner 
course n, namel 

ward itsends and is deepened from each end 

to break, joints with the 
course next below. Th? i course , immedi 
ately above the course n is threaded on the 
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anchored rods h and their ends are grooved 
to engage the guide rods, land centrally 
on the bottom of each of these blocks - is 
formed a longitudinal ribs which increases. 
in depth and width from its middle toward. 
its ends, this peculiarly formed rib fittinginto 
similarly shaped grooves in the upper faces 

100 

of the halves of the lower blocks which it i 
overlaps. The ends of these blocks ir are 105 
each vertically, grooved at i to engage the : . 
rods l. Each of the courses ir is constructed 

| alike except that the blocks in each alter 
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]hte cotuºse are threaded on the dufferent sets 
of roclsh and l, as shown in Fig. 1. . . . . . . 
The top course of blocks u is constructed 

similarly to the courses r except that the 
u per faces of the blocks are desirably made : 
flat, , , le wegen each corse is laid a packing | aº cònsišting ofºra Šuitable sheet material’such 
aus fiber board, paste-board, wood, wood or 
paper pulp, or pther, fibrous material which 
slall.be (:alpable of forming a sort of cushion 
bet vyçe the blocks and also be capable of 
expansion when soalked in water. I prefer 

- ally, during the erection of the wall; insert 
ot? of these sheets under èach block, as it is. 

3 

of the block. to shape the packing of the rib 
and groove formation, the fit of the rib 
and groove being sufficiently free or loose tó 
thus permit, the interposition of, this thin 
sleet of packing. If it be desired to pack 
around the rods, the sheets may b?s suffi 
ciently extended at their ends to extéid to 
tlhe upper surface of the block, wlieu bent 
upwardly and pressed against the röds, as, 
shown at nuv. These: upwardly extending. 
portions w. of the pàcking sheets miay be at 
one or both ends of the rods, as- ninäy be de 
sired, but it is not believed that hºld be necessary, to ... pack the central holes in the 
blocks. It is obvious that. all the blocks. 
may be reinforced in . any well kilovýIn Innan 
ner, and also that the rods may be jointed 
and may be in the form of tubes -or piping. 

It will be ; observed“ - that a . "...wall con 
structed in accordance with my-inventioii” 
will be practically: ?, monolithic structure: 
since each of the blocks is ticd riigidly to tlie: 
structure against movement or dislögment: 
itu all directions, this. being especially due. 
to the peculiar form- of the interlucking: 
wedge-shaped grooves and ribs and it being" 
especially, desirable that the vertical walls 
or edges of all the ribs and grooves.shall be 
ait riglit angles, to the horizental faces of the 
blocks. It will be further i observed- tlit 

* when the packing shects are soalked - with 
water they will expand sufficiently to fill in , 
the spaces adscrevices, betwee the blocks. 
and I will ?huis , make * the wall sufficiently 
water tight for all practical purposes, indl - 
when the wall is to be used for soine permi 
neint. structure it will be obvious tl?at the filbrons expansible packing can be replacedl 
by a stiitable plastic or other kind of pack 

5 ing or cement which will endre º submerg 
ing ini sea water. . When the expansilbile 
pateking or filling , is used it will be seen 
that the wall is rendered sufficiently elastic 
to permit. levy tamping to drive it solidly 
to a ", fotundlation, and this tamping may be 
doine cither during the crection of the wall 
or after the toplayer coírse of blockš is 
laid in plaç?. When the wall is. completed 
the slight expansion that takes plºe in | 

” the packing material tightens up all the 
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low credinto place and rely upon the weight | 

cases it ulay be impo 

ing to guidè, the bloçkis into interlocking 

| while the rods l are attached to the fòunda 
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joints ( hr Augluont the wall and thus solidifies 
he walianditends to close aithe joints, asis 
obvious. Y 

In erecting. or building this wall the 
met lol pui'sueel will be somewhat, vyried . 70 
ace:ordling to the si ?e of the wall ahd the 
nature of the work. In general, the founda 
tion blocks will be put in place first, one 
after another, and then courses of upper i 
blocks. In ay be lowered into position. The 75 
foundátio llocks. are lowered into position " 
by. Inneals of the rods h, and they will of 
coi t'Se be so innountedor supported on the . 
bottom. of the sea orother body of water 
tlata tley shall llawe afirum solid founda - 80 
tion. . The beveled formation will i assist in 
forcing these blocks to a solid foundation, 
and they may be tamped or-driven into posi. 

* tion (or a suitable, trencl. may be excavated 
in the bottom for their reception. -Th? bey-. 85 
elecd side edges of the blocks have the further. . . 
fünction of pr?venting lateral shifting of... 
tlhe, blocks, tlhe end bevel g. being - larger in " ' 
areá, thin the bevel fiat the other end of the . 
block, and as the block, is-driven or 'forced: 90 
down into the nd- or sand, will tend by a * * 
sort of clim, action to jam eadeh block end 
yisely hard against the precedings block. 
·ln sonne cases it may be, necessary for: a : · div? to assist in positioning the foundation 95 
bloc?s. Ii - tlhe, drawing, these | lblocks i are . 
slaown as oily partly embedded in the bot-", 
tona but it will beunderstood that where . 
tlh?-soft llud is ön the botto ina very-thick 
layer, t le blocks may be. embedded, entirely, "100 
in it, the level of the imud coming up to a 
point on tlie stuperposed blocks; anã in otle' . . . . 

' ' . ssible.to embed the "- "; foundation blocks. býreason of a rocky or . 
coral bottom and in s?ch cases the founda- : 105 
tion blocks may b?, anchored in any suitable. . . 
manner such as by the use of massès, ofeon-- . . . . 
crete. Of course in tliose cases, where tlie, 
miud pr. silt is deéper, than the fou??dation 
block, it willb? necessaryºto place the blocks -410 
of tlie seco?d course upon the foundation - '* ; 
before - they are forçredinto the muud or silt. ::: * 

• After the foundationistlus erected the . . . . . :: siiperposed blocks with their packings ina 
be readily lowered into place, the rods s 
relation and the weight of the blocks serving *** 
to properly shape the packing sheets. . The . . . 
rods h are not only employed as guide-rods : 
for thus guiiding the blocks into their final 20 
position but serve also as a means of sus-, . . . . . . 
pending and lowering the foundation blocks; . . . . 
tion blocks after they arè properly posi- I 2. 

"2ð tioned and anchored and theirèfôre only serve. *** i? gides i ini slowering the blocks toplagi. . . . 
It will lbe uiderstood of counse that suitable i 

- vessels or barges and derricks and other * 
umechanism will be essential to tlhe proper 
mànipulation of the blocks and the rods. In 
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some cases it may be desirable to make the 
foundation blocks buoyant so that th?y may 

ployed F fi väriety of marine pur- || 
N . . It wi 
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be floated and be sunk into - place by the , 
weight of one or more, blocks piled upon 
them. It will be observed that a wall con 
structed as described herein may be em 

be especially desirable for 
uilding a coffer-dam, or the like around a 

sunken vessel, since when a wall of the type 
described is thus built entirely around the 
vessel it will have sufficient strength and 
stability to permit the water to be pumped 
out of the inclosure and thus expose the 
vessel on all sides so that the vessel may be 
repaired in the same manner as when it is 
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in a dry-dock and be floated again by ad 
mitting the water in the inclosure after it is 
repaired. In such cases the wall will be but a 
temporary, structure and may be readily 
dismantled and removed after the vessel is 
floated. - • . . ' 

In the (fórm of wall shown in Figs. 6 and 
7, I employ two of the anchoring rods hi for 
each of the foundation blocks, locating one 
at each end of the block; this is º advan 
tageous in that it leaves the middle of each 
foundation block free for handling and thus 
facilitates the positioning of the blocks. 
This arrangemnt of two anchôring rods en 
ables the rods il to be done away with as , these rods l are merely fo? issisting in guid 

85 

ing the superposed blocks into position. In 
this form the two anchor fods, it will be observed, assist more effectually in tying | 
the blocks “Enging as well as vertically. In this form of the wall I show 
the ends of the blocks all inclined in the 
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same direction so that the superposed blocks 
may b? lowered into position with, less, dan 

of knocking off the corners of the blocks. 
hese inclined ends also serve to better hold. the packing in place while being.lowered 

view one of the blocks is, shºwn in the act of being lowered into pqsition. These in 
clined ends also cause a sort of jamming or 
keying of the blocks tºgetti as is obvious. 

aving thus fully described my inven 
tion, what I claim as new, and desire to 
secure by Letters Patent, is. • 1. A wall structure consisting of a series 

into position, as shown E 6, in which 

of superposed courses of blocks, the blocks 
66 
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of one course breaking joint with the blocks 
of the adjacent courses and each block being 
longitudinally grooved on its upper surface 
and provided with a longitudinal rib on, its 
under surface, said ribs and grooves being 
correspondingly, shaped and located ?o as 
to interlock, said ribs and grooves having a | 
wedge-shaped or tapered formation, for the 
purpose set forth. - - - - - 
* 2. A wall structure consisting of a series 
of superposed courses of blocks, the blocks 
of one course breaking joints with, the 

of on? course breaking joi 

blocks of the adjacent courses and each block being longitudinally grooved on its 
upper surface and provided with a longi 
tudinal rib on its under surface, said ribs and groov?s being correspondingly shaped 
and located so as to interlock, said ribs and rooves having a wedge-shaped or tapered 
ormation, and a packing material between 

the adjacent facés of said blocks. 
3. In a wall construction for the purpose 

set forth, a course of foundation blocks each 
being beveled along its lower corners in 
wardly forming i a longitina enterin 
edge an upstanding rod, carried by 
block, a series of courses of blocks laid upon 
a foundation of blocks and threaded upon 
said rods, and means for clamping the upper 
courses of blocks in place. 
4.Ena wall construction for the purpose 

set forth, a course of foundation blocks, a 
pair of rods attached to each block and ex 
tending, to a point above - the water level, a 
series of courses of blocks threaded on said 
rods and resting on said foundation blocks, 
these blocks being provided with means for 
interlocking them together and each course 
breaking joints with its adjacent courses 
and the end walls of the block being al in 
clined in the same 
pose sèt forth. . 

5. In a wallº construction for the purpose 
set forth, a course of foundation blocks, 
rods connected to said blocks, and extending 
to a point aboye the water level, a series 
courses of bloéks threaded on said rods and 
resting on said foundation blocks, the blocks 

direction, for thé pur-, 
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being provided with means for interlocking i 
them together, and- each of the foúndation . . 
blocks beveled to, a longitudinal enteringº 
F and having its lower corners bevele 

O downwardly, on? i of these beveled sur 
faces havi v 
- 6. . A wall structure consisting of a series. 
of superposed courses of blocks, the blocks ihtswith the blo?ks 
of the adjacent cours?s and each block being lon naliny grooved on itsupper surface 
and provided with a longitudinal, rib on its 
under surface, said ribs and grooves being 
gorrespondingy shaped and located so as tõ 
interlock, said ribs and grooves having a 
wedge-shaped or tapered formation, said : 

tapering from the middle of the 
lock to its ends and said ribs tapering from 

the ends of the block towardits middle, the 
sides of the ribs and groov?s being vertical. 

7. The method herein described of build 
ing a marine wall in situ, consisting in em 
loying a series of foundation blocks each EGY an upstanding rod long enough to 

reach above the water level each being 

a greater area than the other. 
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beveled off downwardly to form an entering ** 
edge, lowering said blocks by means of safd 
rods into the body of water and forcing the 
sharpened bottom edges of the blocks to a l: 130 
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- h f “ foundation in the bottom of the body, of || ... In testimony whereof I hereunto afixº my 

water, and then after said blocks are thus || signature in the presence of two witnessës anchored on the bottom positioning the su- || this 6 day of Octóber 1910. . . . " 
perposed blocks by, successively threadin GEORGE W. LAMBERT. 5 tlhe same down said upstanding. rodis, A Witnesses: . . . . " , 
finally locking all the blocks, in place upon || W. L. RoYALL, 
the foundation“ hlocks. º CLIFF. GoDsEY. 


